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Michele
ANTHONY
THE TRIPLE THREAT
“ ONE OF THE BIGGEST CHANGES I HAVE
SEEN—AND WOULD LIKE TO THINK I’VE
HELPED IN MY OWN WAY—IS THE INCLUSION
A N D T H E E M P OW E R M E N T O F WO M E N ,
B E I N G VA L U E D AT W H AT E V E R L E V E L .”
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ack in 1990,
when Michele
Anthony was a
highly regarded young
attorney at
Manatt Phelps
Rothenberg
& Phillips
in L.A., she
got the offer
from Tommy
Mottola to
come work for him at Sony Music in
New York. This was a big decision, obviously, and several highly placed individuals whose opinions Michele had sought
told her she should stay put. But her gut

told her to go for it, and that turned out
to be a pivotal decision indeed. Because
Anthony’s initial move to the label side of
the business served as the springboard to
an extraordinary career that has earned
her the deep respect and genuine affection
of her fellow executives and artists alike.
As the Executive Vice President of
Universal Music Group, a job she’s held
since 2013, Anthony now sits next to the
most powerful individual in the music
business, Sir Lucian Grainge. She’s a
key part of the chieftain’s trusted inner
circle, which also includes CFO/EVP of
Operations Boyd Muir, General Counsel
and EVP of Business & Legal Affairs
Jeff Harleston, EVP and Head of Global
Communications Will Tanous and EVP

ning major companies; during her more
than 16 years at Sony Music, she worked
alongside Mottola as well as his successor
in the top post at the company, Donnie
Ienner. Compared to these two quintessential alpha males and the boys’ clubs
they assembled around them—within
which she more than held her own, bringing sophistication and civility to her frequently coarse surroundings—Anthony’s
current situation, surrounded by numerous female executives in high-level positions, must be extremely gratifying for
this longtime crusader for gender equality,
who has inspired countless women seeking to follow in her footsteps.
“One of the biggest changes I have
seen—and would like to think I’ve helped
in my own way—is the inclusion and the
empowerment of women, being valued at
whatever level,” Anthony has said. “There
has been a lot of improvement, but I hope
we’re never satisfied.”
UMPG CEO Jody Gerson, Anthony’s
friend, colleague and contemporary, lauded
her during the 2017 UJA luncheon honoring her as Music Visionary of the Year. “In
a business that is notoriously difficult for
women, you’ve helped mentor, console and
nurture so many,” Gerson noted.
Also speaking was Eddie Vedder,
whose business and personal relationship
with Anthony extends back to the genesis of Pearl Jam, the band’s subsequent
signing to Epic in 1990 and its eventual
breakthrough more than a year later.
“There’s a cool thing that happens, it’s
almost like a parlor trick, when someone
meets Michele,” he offered. “After she
leaves, they say, ‘Who was that? She was
amazing.’ I say, ‘Well, she’s actually one
of, if not the most powerful, women in
the music business.’ And they’re always
surprised—she has such great energy, and
she’s such a real person. And then I think,
‘Why do I have to say that? It’s not about
her being a woman… But until there’s
equality, I think it does have to be said. I
can’t wait for the day when we don’t have
to say it.”
Irving Azoff offered an overview of
Anthony’s wide-ranging career at the
event. “No matter whether she was a lawyer, a record company executive, a voice
for a cause or a confidante for a creator,
she gives all of herself,” he stated.

of Digital Strategy Michael Nash. Her
responsibilities are vast, and her decisionmaking is virtually flawless, powered by
a fierce intelligence, a refined moral compass and a deep commitment to artists
and artistry.
“Michele is a longtime friend of mine,
and I’ve represented her for probably 25
years,” super-attorney Allen Grubman
tells us. “I consider Michele to be, if not
the top, one of the top female executives
in the music business. She has an enormous knowledge of both the business
and the creative side; artists love her, and
she does a very effective job on the business side. She’s a unique person.”
Anthony is accustomed to being
invaluable to ranking executives run-

“There are too
many people
in this industry
who laugh too
loud at artists’
jokes and really
want to say
something to
the artists but
don’t have the
balls to say it.
But Michele
isn’t a kissass—she’ll tell
you exactly what
she’s thinking.”
—Sharon Osbourne

DREAM ON: With Steven Tyler
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LEGAL EAGLES: With Peter Paterno

UNI-FIED: With UMG boss Sir Lucian Grainge and UMPG Chairman Jody Gerson

TOWER OF SONG: With UMG’s Boyd Muir, Grainge, L.A. Mayor Eric Garcetti,
Capitol ruler Steve Barnett and COO Michelle Jubelirer, and Gerson
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he early lives of
Anthony and
Sharon Osbourne—
who emceed the
UJA event—have
remarkably similar
backstories: Each
is the daughter of
a prominent rock
manager, and each
has carved her own path to a wildly successful career. For her part, Osbourne
snatched her father Don Arden’s biggest
band, Black Sabbath, out from under him
in a characteristically ballsy move, married bandleader Ozzy Osbourne and later
became a TV star.
When she and Michele first met in
the early ’80s, Sharon recalls, “I felt this
instant connection, because our lives are
parallel. I’ve always respected Michele so
much, because it would have been so easy
for her just to live off her dad’s name, but
she went through law school, and she’s
a brilliant lawyer. She also very creative,
has great vision and has a natural rapport
with artists. which so few record-company
people have. There are too many people in
this industry who laugh too loud at artists’
jokes and really want to say something to
the artists but don’t have the balls to say
it. But Michele isn’t a kiss-ass—she’ll tell
you exactly what she’s thinking.
“How many people do you know,”
Sharon continues, “who leave running
a record company after 16-plus years,
then go into marketing and management
of groups and become hugely successful
at that as well? She was just like, ‘OK,
I’ll work with my friends who I love, in
regard to Pearl Jam and Ozzy.’ And then
she said, ‘I’m going to go back to another
record company.’ She can pick and choose
whatever she wants to do in this industry.
She’s got an amazing history.”
Anthony’s dad, Bronx native Dee
Anthony (born Anthony D’Addario),
started out his management career repping Tony Bennett and went on to handle
British acts including Humble Pie, Traffic,
Jethro Tull, Joe Cocker, King Crimson,
Emerson, Lake & Palmer, Gary Wright
and Peter Frampton.
“I literally grew up with bands coming
over from England and sleeping on our
living-room floor,” Anthony recalled in
an interview with Billboard, which has

naturally made her a fixture of its annual
Women in Music and Power 100 lists.
“When I was 13, I’d go to the early show
and the late show at the Fillmore East,
and my dad would argue about the night’s
take and then put it in my green-fringed
suede bag. Because who would ever look
for it there?”
During summer vacations, Michele
hung around her father’s management
office, and Dee sometimes took her on the
road with him; these experiences gave her
a firsthand view of the way the business
actually worked, as well as planting the
seeds for her desire to nurture and protect
artists. As Michele pointed out in Gillian
Gaar’s book, She’s a Rebel: The History of
Women in Rock & Roll, “It was a unique
childhood that really gave me an education in the music industry.”
She was also inspired by her mother,
proto-feminist Harriet Anthony (née
Cohen), who started as a jewelry designer for Zales, eventually becoming an
executive at the company, while battling
sexism every step of the way. She has
since established her own jewelry-design

business, with a celebrity clientele. Her
mom’s example made a lasting impression
on the youngster.
“My parents were divorced,” Michele
noted, “so I would go on the road with my
dad but then also watch the indignities that
my mom went through in the workforce:
getting sent home from work for wearing
pants, or having her boss giving her his
hotel-room key when they went on a business trip. So my mother and I would read
Gloria [Steinem]’s articles in New York
magazine, and those became guiding principles for me.”
After receiving her bachelor’s degree
from George Washington, Anthony
decided to go to law school, surprising
her father, who’d expected her to follow
in his footsteps. She got her law degree
at USC and began her professional life in
Los Angeles, joining Mitchell Silberberg
& Knupp before moving to Manatt,
Phelps, where she became a partner in
the firm’s music practice. During her
years at Manatt Phelps, she represented
numerous high-profile acts including Ozzy
Osbourne, the Eagles, The Go-Go’s, Kiss,

Guns N’ Roses, Mother Love Bone,
Alice in Chains, Soundgarden, The
Pixies and The Sugarcubes, as well as
producer Rick Rubin.
The era during which Anthony
gained her experience and went on to
make her mark on the music business
began in 1990, two years after Sony
Corp. acquired CBS Records, following the departure of longtime company
head Walter Yetnikoff (who had lost
it by then, in the view of most of his
contemporaries) and the subsequent
rise to power of Tommy Mottola and
his inner circle: Columbia head Don
Ienner, Epic topper Dave Glew, Vice
Chairman/International Chairman Mel
Ilberman, International President Bob
Bowlin, EVP/CFO Kevin Kelleher and
Anthony, who was initially given the
title SVP of Domestic Operations. She
managed the U.S. labels with Mottola,
created Sony’s A&R scouting program
and ran the catalog, branding and
licensing divisions.
It wasn’t long before Anthony made
her presence felt on the creative side as

“She’s a triple threat, because she’s got legal chops, she knows how to
run a successful business and she’s adored by the artist community.
I love her passion, her obsession. She’s dynamite.” —Monte Lipman
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Mottola was axed). Ienner then moved
Steve Barnett from Epic to Columbia.
After Ienner was elevated to CEO
of the Sony Music Label Group U.S. in
2004, his first official move was to anoint
Anthony as his COO, while she retained
her title as EVP of the recently finalized
Sony BMG joint venture. In the latter role,
she served as the combined company’s liaison in legislative and legal issues, reporting
directly to Lack. The following year, she
was named President of the group.
Lack helped engineer the BMG merger
but couldn’t figure out how to get the
combined companies to work together
during his three years at the helm. In
2006, he was replaced by BMG veteran
Rolf Schmidt-Holtz, who, in a naïve
attempt to reorganize both units, abruptly
forced out both Ienner and Anthony,
sending shockwaves across the industry.
Looking over a draft of the announcement, which stated that she’d resigned,
Anthony vehemently objected to the
wording. “No, please say you fired me,”
she insisted. “I would never leave a ship
that I helped build…and the artists and
employees there.”

SONY SIDE UP: Wolf-pack days with Donnie Ienner, Lauryn Hill,
Bruce Springsteen, Damian Marley, Patti Scialfa, Rhea Perlman,
Danny DeVito and Tommy Mottola
well. She’d gotten Mother Love Bone out
of their deal with PolyGram following the
death of frontman Andrew Wood, which
led to the formation of Pearl Jam, with
Vedder tapped as lead singer. After arriving at Sony, Anthony recruited PolyGram
A&R exec Michael Goldstone, who’d
signed Mother Love Bone, and they partnered on the inking of Pearl Jam to Epic,
Goldstone’s new label home.
Together, the 55th Street Gang, as
they were known, ran Sony during its
most productive years leading up to the
BMG merger in 2004. “Sony was a real
oligarchy,” a veteran executive told New
York magazine’s Phoebe Eaton in 2003,
while another asserted that Mottola
ran his team like a little Mafia family.
“The Tommy clique really loved power,”
said a former employee. Along with
their industry-leading salaries and bonus
package, the members of the inner circle

enjoyed perks ranging from
leased high-end Mercedes
sedans with drivers to the
use of a private elevator.
Mottola, according to one
Sony executive, “wanted to
show he was separate from
the pack. He had a disdain for
ennett
Tony B
h
his peers in the music business.
it
w
g
Croonin
There were only a few who
mattered—RCA’s Clive Davis
and Universal’s Doug Morris.”
for winning the trust of artists.
During her years at Sony,
In the end, Mottola was undone by the
Anthony was extremely well liked, in stark
combination of his inability to manage
contrast to some of the other major execs
upward and the negative fallout from the
she worked with, whose gruff personMariah Carey divorce, forcing Sony Corp.
alities and intimidating leadership styles
overlord Sir Howard Stringer—whom
engendered widespread negative feelings.
Mottola had treated disdainfully—to fire
She stood out among her peers because
him in 2003. Taking Mottola’s place was
she possessed the rare ability to combine a
longtime TV exec Andy Lack, who tapped
rarefied business acumen gained from her
Ienner and Anthony to oversee the Sony
deal-making experience with an affinity
labels (Glew had retired shortly before
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t didn’t take long for her to
regain her footing, as she
refocused on her primary
passion—artists.
Just months after
leaving Sony, Anthony
launched her own consulting and management company, 7H Entertainment,
with clients including
Pearl Jam, Prince, Black
Sabbath and Ozzy, Björk,
Soundgarden and Macy
Gray. The work was fulfilling, so much so
that she swore to herself that she’d never
again work at a label.
Anthony’s stance began to soften
when, in 2013, Grainge approached her
with an enticing offer—to become an
extension of the Chairman/CEO, and as
such, to have her hand in virtually every
aspect of UMG’s operations. A meeting
with Grainge and Muir about Pearl Jam’s
Monkeywrench label turned into a brainstorming session about the inner workings
of UMG. Two days later, Anthony accepted Grainge’s offer. “It was very exciting to

With the late, great Polly Anthony

POWER PACK: With Mottola, Tom Freston and Mickey Schulhof
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Workin’ for The Weeknd

see the entrepreneurial culture that he was
building,” she later acknowledged.
Anthony and Grainge had first crossed
paths more than three decades ago. “When
I was a young artist lawyer,” she recalled,
“he was my first choice for sub-publishing
deals in the U.K. I actually made The
Sugarcubes’ sub-publishing deal with him
in 1987.” Those early encounters foreshadowed a formidable partnership.
“There are scarce executives in music
with the depth of Michele’s experience
on both the label and artist sides of the
industry,” is how Grainge succinctly put
it, in effect explaining his thinking not
only for bringing Anthony into his company but also for giving her such wideranging responsibilities.
Grainge put Anthony in charge
of UMG’s U.S. Commercial Services
Division, encompassing sales, live events,
label merchandising, college marketing
and fan and consumer engagement. He
also gave her oversight of the company’s
film, TV and theatrical projects, working
alongside Gerson; streaming marketing
with Kronfeld; the Bruce Resnikoff-led
catalog division UMe; and UMG Canada.
Additionally, Anthony was given a seat on
Universal’s Executive Management Board.
One top exec who was delighted by
Anthony’s arrival was Republic chief
Monte Lipman, who’d had a firsthand
view of Anthony in action when he
worked alongside her during the first half
of the ’90s. “I love Michele,” he said at
the UJA luncheon. “She also comes from
the Sony system, and as a chief lieuten-

“I consider Michelle to be, if not the
top, one of the top female executives
in the music business. She has an
enormous knowledge of both the
business and the creative side;
artists love her, and she does a very
effective job on the business side.
She’s a unique person.” —Allen Grubman
ant, and for I guess what was nearly two
decades, that place was humming. She’s a
triple threat, because she’s got legal chops,
she knows how to run a successful business and she’s adored by the artist community. I love her passion, her obsession.
She’s dynamite.”
Undaunted by the breadth and depth
of her responsibilities, Anthony dived right
into the deep end. She organized UMG’s
first-ever branding division in 2014, installing savvy ad exec Mike Tunnicliffe as VP
Branding & Sponsorships, while overseeing (in the language of her corporate bio)
UMG’s global brand partnerships and live
events, working with the company’s labels
to maximize commercial and strategic
opportunities to establish new revenue
streams, form alliances with third parties
and create a variety of special projects.
As UMG’s label liaison, Anthony
played a central role in the disentangling
of UMG’s labels, finalized as of April 1,
2014. In the unbundling of Island Def
Jam, realigning Def Jam as a standalone
label—and thereby returning it to its
Russell Simmons roots as a prime destination for hip-hop—moving Island
under the Republic umbrella and shifting Motown to CMG, the music group’s
landscape was significantly and logically altered. Those moves reversed what
Anthony described as “this shrinking of
what the brands originally stood for.”
Two years later, she oversaw the formation of the Verve Label Group and the
appointment of Danny Bennett to lead the
new entity as President/CEO.
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There was some much-needed updating to be done with Universal’s corporate
infrastructure as well. In 2015, Anthony
and Muir jointly reshaped the company’s
commercial functions in the U.S., dissolving distribution wing UMGD, and shifting
Candace Berry, the division’s top exec, to
the newly created post EVP of Sales, while
the teams supervising the various functions were incorporated into the UMG
structure—most of them reporting to
Anthony. All in all, a mind-blowing array
of responsibilities.
Somehow, the tireless Anthony—who
sees “no demarcation between work and
philanthropy or activism”—finds the time
to work with the Global Poverty Project
and advises the GPP’s annual Central Park
Global Citizen Festival; chairs the Global
Citizen Tickets Initiative; supports various initiatives with her mentor and friend
Gloria Steinem, including fundraisers for
Hedgebrook, a nonprofit retreat for female
writers, as well as other pro-choice organizations. Anthony is also deeply involved
in USC’s Annenberg Inclusion Initiative,
which promotes diversity in media as well
as the entertainment business; and oversees
the label group’s college-network program,
a source for young female hires.
Earlier this year, she was named to
the Recording Academy Task Force, a
no-brainer move virtually guaranteeing
that the group will accomplish its mission,
which is identical to her own. Because,
to borrow Steinem’s accolade, Michele
Anthony is simply fan-fucking-tastic, in
her work and in her humanity.•

